
Abstract—Coherent scattering calculations have been
performed to produce L-Band SAR images of targets below a
forest canopy. The calculations, which are fully polarimetric, are
described. High clutter levels permit detection of all concealed
targets only at the cost of a very high false alarm rate. The
simulated imagery is analysed using the entropy-alpha
polarimetric decomposition technique. Using alpha and entropy
in addition to a co-polar intensity channel, and combining the
results of separate CFAR algorithms, the number of false alarms
is reduced dramatically. The consequences for application of
polarimetric SAR to concealed target detection and identification
are considered.

Index Terms—Concealed target detection, polarimetric SAR,
simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

he detection in SAR imagery of targets concealed by
foliage requires substantial penetration of the forest
canopy by microwave radiation. Vegetation generally

contains a high water content, and is strongly absorbing at
traditional SAR frequencies (e.g. X-band). Deep penetration
into foliage can only be achieved at lower frequencies, for
example at VHF or UHF [1-4]. The move to lower
frequencies has a number of important consequences for SAR
operation: lower frequency means that longer apertures are
required to maintain resolution. Consequently observation
times are extended, and SAR focus is made more difficult [2-
4].

As the operational frequency decreases the fractional
bandwidth must increase to maintain range resolution, and the
effects of bandwidth are more noticeable in scattering
responses. Radio bands at low frequencies, especially UHF
and VHF, are cluttered with RFI from TV and
communications sources, which can degrade or even prevent
SAR image formation. However, progression to lower
frequencies is marked by a desirable improvement in signal to
clutter ratio, as dimensions of plant elements become
progressively shorter than wavelengths.
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s low frequencies provide good penetration, but provide
ges for SAR image formation, whilst high frequencies
AR image formation easier, but yield poor penetration.
chnique that can help recover detection rates whilst
ing a high operational frequency is therefore desirable.
proach is to increase bandwidth at the high frequency
 the operational spectrum. Greater bandwidth yields
clutter levels through improved resolution, and may
ermit attenuated target returns to be detected. Indeed
tal evidence suggests that simple calculations
imate attenuation effects since they do not properly
t for canopy inhomogeneity. Clear gaps and sparse
 volumes work in favour of the detecting sensor.

alternative approach, considered here, represents a
mise: lowering the operational frequency to L-band to
e foliage penetration, whilst increasing the amount of
ed information by using a fully polarimetric SAR. It has
nderstood for some time that the polarimetric radar
se of artificial targets differs in form from that of
 vegetation. Surrounding clutter will confuse the
ng matrix of a concealed target in a SAR image.
er, polarimetric target decomposition theory [5]
es that, even when the target signal is relatively weak,
ng behaviour associated with artificial targets may be
ed using eigenvalue decomposition of the coherency
 At the same time, even though with good foliage
tion concealed targets may appear bright in co-polar
hannels, co-polar clutter levels may frequently exceed
intensities. Taken independently co-polar intensity or
etric decomposition may only be used to detect

led targets with high false alarm rates. However, by
ting detections in the co-polar channel with those in the
etric decomposition, one might achieve a reduction in
arm rate.

hat follows we describe numerical calculations of SAR
 of concealed targets in-situ beneath canopies of Scots
ees, and the analysis of simulated polarimetric SAR
e correlate the CFAR detections on co-polar, alpha

tropy channels and show that by so doing four hidden
 can be detected without any false alarms. Finally we
r extension of this specific case to a more general
ology.

 False Alarm Rates
Polarimetric SAR
led Targets
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II. CALCULATING SAR IMAGES OF CONCEALED TARGETS

A. General
The techniques employed for target calculations are similar

to those used for SAR prediction in previous works at various
frequencies [6,7]. The modelling of SAR imaging of the forest
environment has been performed in the distorted-Born
approximation and builds on previous work on RCS
prediction for forests [8-14].

Proper numerical solution of Maxwell’s equations for
scattering calculations, using techniques such as the method of
moments, may not be easily extended to the calculation of in-
situ target signatures. The calculations performed here,
although approximate in nature, represent a complement to
more expensive yet limited techniques and extend the
prediction capability to include high fidelity modelling of the
target environment.

B. SAR Image Formation
Predicted SAR images are modelled as the coherent

superposition of focused scattering events. These events may
be considered to arise from elements of the scene, whether
natural or artificial, with dimensions less than the scale of
resolution. Thus a mathematical model for the coherent SAR
image is

j
jj sRxQFRxP ),,(ˆ ),( 0000 , (1)

where in (1) ),( 00 RxP  is the polarimetric pixel value at

cross range 0x  and range 0R , jF  is the polarimetric

scattering amplitude associated with the scene element, and
),,(ˆ

00 jsRxQ  is the complex, phase containing, system
point spread function depending upon the effective scattering
centre js .

Scattering amplitudes are calculated in various
approximations depending upon their nature. These may be
averaged both in along-track observation position and
frequency over the respective SAR bandwidths in order to
estimate better the observed return. Each scattering event may
be shadowed by targets, and returns are attenuated by the
forest canopy (if present), with variation in attenuation with
along-track observation position (due to canopy
inhomogeneity) and frequency (due to permittivity frequency
dependence) taken into account when averaging. In addition
the effects of antenna pattern may be incorporated in the
calculations using a simple model for a dipole antenna,
appropriate at very low frequencies (although not required at
L-band). Scattering events fall into the following classes:
direct-ground, direct-target, direct-forest, ground-target,
ground-forest, ground-target-ground, and ground-forest-
ground.
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target interactions contain up to third order multipath
he target, and ground-target-ground interactions can
 up to four scattering surfaces (with the ground
d twice). All volume terms originate from the forest
. This is modelled as tree structures described as
ions of dielectric, absorbing cylinders and pine needles.

(complex, phase containing) system point spread
n is determined from SAR imaging geometry,
idth and processing options. The platform motion is
and the platform is modelled as having a straight,
 trajectory.

r first describing the scenario, the calculation proceeds
ressing each scattering element in turn. Each element
associated “effective scattering centre”. For first order
 this is simply the centre of the element. For higher
returns involving multiple reflections this effective
ng centre is determined rapidly at run-time using
dge of the scattering path and the antenna motion [6].

scattering amplitude associated with the element is then
ined using an appropriate physical model. With the
n and amplitude determined, and the form of the point-
function (PSF) decided the contribution is summed

ntly into all relevant pixel accumulators.

alculations are performed using the Forward Scattering
ent (FSA) [20] and simulated SAR images are output
nd range and azimuth.

irect-Ground Scattering
igital elevation map is interpolated and divided into
lar facets of sufficiently small size as to ensure fully
ped speckle (typically an average of more than 10 per
ion cell). The small perturbation model (SPM) with
an correlation [15] was adopted for the ground RCS.
odel is coupled to ground permittivity, modelled as
ent upon soil moisture and frequency. The effective
ng centre is determined simply as the facet centre, and
tre of focus simply the projection of this point onto the
maging plane. Local speckle statistics are assumed
an. Polarimetric scattering amplitude values in the local
are drawn from distributions using the mean RCS for
et as determined from local incidence and speckle
is added using an appropriate model. The scattering
de is scaled by attenuation tensors determined from

-sight visibility through the canopy, and averaged over
cy bandwidth and along-track observation position.
enuation parameters depend upon the detail of canopy
ution and are calculated in the first order smoothing
imation based on knowledge of the scattering
ies of the forest canopy. Shadowing of direct-ground
 by targets is accommodated in the calculation.



D. Target Scattering
The target is modelled as a collection of perfectly

conducting, interacting surfaces with coded visibility [6,7].
Each of these surfaces is divided into triangular facets of
dimension less than the system resolution. The scattering
amplitude of a facet is modelled in the Geometrical Optics -
Physical Optics (GO-PO) approximation.

Direct-target scattering can involve up to third order
multipath over the target. The first and last surfaces in the
scattering chain may be different, and so the incident and
scattered attenuation dyadics may be different in direct-target
terms.

We model multipath between ground and target when the
ground is essentially locally flat (over the region traversed by
the specular point) and only slightly rough. The ground is
modelled as a rough dielectric surface, with Fresnel reflection
coefficients scaled according to the surface roughness. The
attenuation dyadic for the incident path is now calculated for
transmission between the platform and the specular point on
the ground surface.

If the SAR imaging plane is at or close to ground level then
direct-target returns will have effective scattering centres
above the imaging plane. These returns will appear focused at
points displaced towards the radar (layover). Ground-target
returns have effective scattering centres on the mean, ground
reflecting surface, directly below the target centre. Ground-
target-ground returns from raised targets have effective
scattering centres below ground level, and consequently their
returns display layover away from the radar in SAR images.
Thus a SAR image of a target in-situ above a horizontal,
dielectric surface appears combined of three separate images:
a direct return displaying layover towards the radar, a ground-
target return projected onto the reflecting, ground surface, and
the ground-target-ground return with effective scattering
centres displaying layover away from the radar. These three
images are of differing overall brightness depending upon the
reflecting properties of the ground surface. In general the
ground-target-ground terms are the least bright as energy is
lost in ground reflections.

E. Volume Scattering
The forest environment has been modelled using tree

architecture models for Scots Pine, provided by Prof. Seppo
Kelomäkki and Dr Veli-Pekka Ikonen at the Faculty of
Forestry, University of Joensuu, Finland. These take the form
of collections of dielectric cylinders, with detailed information
concerning sapwood and heartwood dimensions, and needle
distributions [16-18].

The forest is described using a map of tree positions and
heights, and these heights are used to extract from the tree
architecture database the tree model whose dimensions most
closely match the tree at the location. The trees are placed in
position above the ground surface described by the digital
elevation model. Canopy inhomogeneity is accounted for by
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iding the canopy volume into smaller sub-volumes
 “voxels”. Each voxel has dimensions commensurate
e SAR system resolution, and each contains many tree
ts, which are subdivided on input to have dimensions
low the same resolution. Canopy effective permittivity
 mapped into voxels by examining voxel occupancy,
termining the contribution to mean permittivity from
ual branch elements based upon knowledge of their
ions, orientations and water contents. Note that that
 scattering events may be shadowed by targets in the
ay as direct-ground scattering.

direct forest clutter the effective scattering centre is
o be the centre of the branch element, and the scattering
de is calculated using the truncated infinite cylinder

imation [15].

 that there is no calculation of multipath between tree
ts since this has in theory already been taken into
t in the mean-field model: the local field at the scatterer
n to be the mean field at that location, which estimate
rates multiple scattering. This approximation is very

in keeping with the SAR imaging process: the mean
 coherent.

dle scattering is estimated in a statistical manner, by
ting short random walks using a physical scattering
for needles, and scaling these short walks depending
he number of needles associated with each branch
t. Aside from the contribution of needles, calculation of
ree scattering is purely deterministic.

el ground-forest and ground-forest-ground calculations
ited to the case that the ground may be assumed locally
t curved), but roughened and tilted. The word “forest”
ollowing refers to any short element of the tree, be it in
nk or stem, in the primary branches (those with origins
 stem), or in the secondary canopy. Ground-forest
tions have effective scattering centres located as the
ion of the forest element centre in the locally flat, mean
ng surface. The local, flat surface for each tree is
ined by fitting to the digital elevation map in the
 of each tree. Similarly, ground-forest-ground

tions have effective scattering centres located below the
ng ground surface at the reflection of the forest element
in the locally flat, mean reflecting surface.

III. DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATIONS

ictions for forest clutter at L-band have been made for
t stand with typical stem density. Predicted clutter

at 45 degrees elevation of –4dB (HH) –11dB (HV) and
(VV) are consistent with those reported in the open
re for similar forests [19].

-band, and to a lesser extent at UHF, the canopy under-
vegetation may strongly affect direct-ground, ground-
orest and ground-target/forest-ground returns. The
incorporation of these effects, not modelled in the



work reported here, is underway. The option to model
additional system noise, arising perhaps from RFI and
incoherent returns, is available but has not been used in the
current calculations. The validity of the GO-PO
approximation at 23cm wavelength is open to question,
however RCS estimates derived with this model are of the
right order of magnitude, and the GO-PO approximation has
been demonstrated to preserve the correct polarimetric
scattering characteristics of known scattering primitives.

Simulations have been performed using two types of
vehicle at different aspects. Both vehicles are large, being
some 6m in length, 3m wide and almost 4m high at the tallest
point. Fig. 1. indicates the vehicle arrangement in the forest as
viewed from the simulated radar platform at the centre of the
aperture.

Fig. 1. Target vehicle deployment in the simulated scene as
viewed from the radar platform. For the sake of clarity trees
are depicted without secondary branches.

Calculations have been performed at L-band (wavelength
0.231m), simulating airborne radar at a ground range of 3km
to image centre, and at 3km height above the minimum height
of the DEM. The imaged area was 91m square, with pixels
spaced at 0.5m. A Hamming weighted PSF was simulated
with resolutions of 0.69m (width at half height power) in cross
range and 1.38m in range, corresponding to a SAR bandwidth
of 100MHz. Soil was modelled as moderately wet, with
volumetric moisture content of 0.25 and dielectric permittivity
of 12.6-i0.4. Soil surface roughness was 0.055m, and
correlation length was 0.1510m. Wood permittivity ranged
from 2.2-i0.4 (deadwood) to 26.8-i5.3 (sapwood) via 6.7-i1.9
(heartwood). Total attenuation by the canopy, comprised of
trees of typical height 18m, was in the region of 4dB to 8dB
depending upon polarisation.

Fig. 2. Simulated HH (left), HV (centre) and VV (right)
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simulated SAR imagery is displayed in Fig. 2.
nces between channels are the result of tree
cture. Vertical trunks, containing a large proportion of
mass, result in greater absorption of V over H polarised
 At the same time primary and secondary branches are
inantly horizontal and scatter more H polarised energy
 the radar. The ground represents a rough dielectric,
ng boundary, and at the incidence angle of 45 degrees,
flection coefficients are considerably less than HH.
round-forest interactions appear much more strongly in
n in VV, helping to increase the brightness of the HH

et signatures are just visible in the HH image if one
where to look, but not in HV and not always in VV.
t prior knowledge of target locations, target signatures,
 HH, are readily confused by clutter peaks. Attempting
target detection on the HH channel will result in a large
r of false alarms as we proceed to show.

IV. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATED DATA

ingle Channel CFAR
have applied a straightforward CFAR detection to a
polarimetric channel. Since we have prior knowledge of
ocations we can adjust the CFAR parameters in such a
s to minimise the false alarms, whilst maintaining
on of all four targets. CFAR parameters available for
ation were the probability of false alarm (Pfa), the

box size, and the size of the clutter box. In practice,
e of high clutter levels, the best false alarm rate
d using the HH channel, was of the order of 1/1000.
as obtained using a clutter box width of 21 pixels, and a
ox width of 11 pixels. The CFAR detection results are
in the following figure.

 Simulated HH clutter distribution (left), CFAR target
ons (centre) and CFAR detections shown together with
 HH image. A false alarm rate of 1/1000 is the best that
 achieved with a single channel without loss of true

detections.

lst it is possible to detect the concealed targets, the
umber of false alarms is highly undesirable from an
onal point of view. Other information is clearly
d in order to improve the false alarm rate. The



possibility of using detection clustering as another indicator is
suggested by the CFAR results, however many of the false
alarms belong to clusters of similar size to those connected
with targets, and this information alone will not be sufficient.

B. Entropy-Alpha Decomposition
The four polarimetric channels were decomposed into

entropy-alpha components, using the decomposition method
of Cloude and Pottier [5]. The entropy component represents
the relative contributions from each eigenvalue of the
coherency matrix. Low entropy indicates that a single
scattering mechanism is present, whilst high entropy indicates
random scattering. The alpha component is derived from the
phase of the eigenvectors and is indicative of the dominant
scattering mechanism [5]. The decomposition was performed
using 5 by 5 pixel box averaging, and the results of
polarimetric decomposition are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Simulated HH alpha distribution (top-left) and alpha
image (top-right), simulated HH entropy distribution (bottom-
left)) and entropy image (bottom-right).

Both alpha and entropy distributions are approximately
normal. Both have small but finite probability of low values
associated with direct ground backscatter from the clear track
in the centre of the forest stand. One vehicle was placed
directly onto this track (see Fig. 1.) approximately one third of
the way up the image in range. This vehicle is revealed in the
images to have very low values of both alpha and entropy.
This is consistent with scattering over the vehicle being
characterised by a single, dominant scattering mechanism.
Over the forested area the alpha and entropy values are
distributed about means of approximately 45 degrees for
alpha, corresponding to scattering from branches, and
approximately 0.6 for entropy, indicating significant
contribution from more than one scattering mechanism
(ground-forest as well as direct-forest returns).

Thus low alpha and entropy values arise both from targets
and ground surfaces, but rarely from forest clutter. Similarly,
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rget returns, so that low alpha and entropy coupled to
H scattering amplitude is likely to arise from targets
We proceed to use this observation to discriminate
n detected targets and false alarms.

ombined Single Channel CFARs
dard CFARs were applied to both the alpha and
 channels assuming normal clutter distributions. Each
l was inverted before application of the CFAR so that
tropy and alpha values were detected. Folding the alpha
tion about a midway point would permit detection of

igh and low alpha values. The results of alpha and
 channel CFARs were multiplied by the HH channel
results in order to reduce false alarm rates. Rates for

ha and entropy channels were reduced until a point was
 where any further reduction resulted in a loss of

on of one or more targets.

. Alpha CFAR hits displayed white on alpha clutter
ntropy CFAR hits displayed white on entropy clutter
), and combined HH-alpha-entropy CFAR detection
. Only 3 isolated pixels show as hits not associated with
 with alpha and entropy Pfa set to 1/10.

. Reduction of the alpha and entropy Pfa to 3/100
 in fewer alpha CFAR hits (left), and entropy CFAR hits
). The combined HH-alpha-entropy CFAR detection
s only target pixels, but one target is detected by only a

pixel.

 CFAR clutter and guard box sizes held constant a
fa threshold was required to preserve detection of all
 targets. With the Probability of false alarm set to 1/10
 alpha and entropy, large numbers of hits are recorded
 channels. However, when these CFAR results are
ed simply with the HH channel the number of false

 is reduced dramatically. In the original HH CFAR
re 313 recorded hits, of which at least 33 are associated
rgets. Combining the HH and alpha CFARs results in a
on in hits to 53. Combination of the HH CFAR with the



entropy CFAR yields 105 hits. Best of all, however, is the
combination of the results of all three CFAR algorithms: this
results in 36 hits, only 3 of which are not associated with
targets (Fig. 5.). These three false alarms are isolated pixels
and may be rejected by considering clustering effects. Further
reduction of the alpha and entropy Pfa values to 3/100 results
in no false alarms at all. However one target is detected using
only one pixel (Fig. 6.).

V. CONCLUSION

We have developed a coherent, polarimetric SAR
simulation and used simulated SAR imagery to demonstrate
how polarimetric information might be used to improve target
detection capability for concealed targets. The techniques
described here for reduction of false alarms have used
parameters optimised for this specific calculation. Whilst the
result is limited to a single case of simulated data, we believe
that a similar technique will have wider and more general
applicability. The simulation is of a high fidelity, and the
result indicates that further examination of the use of
polarimetric data in target detection and identification is
warranted.
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